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Overview 
 

Grasslands are valuable ecosystems that support a 

multitude of roles, most importantly food security, 

biodiversity conservation and greenhouse gas 

mitigation. The global importance of grasslands is 

indicated by their extent, covering ~37% of the 

earth`s terrestrial area and 80% of agriculturally 

productive land1. The UK has a temperate climate 

with a long grass growing season (February to 

November, depending on location) resulting in 

predominantly grass-based dairy, beef and sheep 

production systems in which grassland herbage dry 

matter yields are of significant importance to farmers, 

agricultural scientists and policy-decision makers 

nationwide. It is difficult to accurately predict grass 

growth in the UK both within and between years, due 

to varying management and meteorological 

conditions. Spaceborne Synthetic Aperture Radar 

(SAR) data shows great potential for reliably 

forecasting feed supply and for monitoring 

management practices in agricultural areas. 

Consequently, the ability to inform land management 

using SAR could be a valuable resource for the UK 

agri-industry. 

 

Earth Observation (EO) data has found more 

widespread application to studies focusing on the 

monitoring of crops and forests and the success of 

these studies demonstrate great potential for EO 

technology to monitor the condition of grasslands. As 

grasslands are characterised by temporal differences 

due to plant phenology and farm management (e.g. 

grazing and mowing activities), the use of a dense time 

series of acquisitions has great potential to capture 

these events 2(Fig. 1). Given the difficulty of acquiring 

multiple acquisitions throughout a growing season 

with optical sensors limited by frequent cloud cover, 

SAR data are almost independent of weather and 

illumination conditions and therefore can be an 

important alternative or complementary data source 

to provide the best opportunity for generating a 

multi-temporal data set. 

 

 
Figure 1. 70cm spatial resolution X-band multi-temporal 

SAR data covering an area of agricultural grasslands in 

southern Ireland. 
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Given the influence of surface roughness and soil 

moisture on the radar backscatter, it is usually difficult 

to differentiate between these two factors when 

considering single-polarisation SAR data3. The ability 

of polarimetric (dual-polarisation) radar data from the 

Sentinel-1A satellite to differentiate between 

scattering mechanisms in an image makes it a much 

more useful data source for grassland monitoring as 

the signal response to soil moisture and grass 

structure can be analysed separately. 

 

The overarching aim of this project is to investigate 

the potential of multi-temporal SAR data for grassland 

use inventory and biomass estimation at the field-

scale. The proposed research objectives are to (i) 

improve the ability of differentiating between 

grassland types (intensively vs extensively managed) 

on a large-scale across heterogeneous landscapes 

using radar data and state-of-the-art machine learning 

classifiers, (ii) investigate the sensitivity of Sentinel-1 

(C-band) interferometric and polarimetric parameters 

to grass growth, grazing and cutting/mowing activities, 

(iii) analyse the ability of radar to estimate pasture 

biomass and within-field biomass variability and 

develop a robust pasture biomass model, calibrated 

with in-situ data, to deliver near real-time biomass 

estimates over large areas. In relation to each of the 

objectives, techniques for fusing radar with 

multispectral data from the Sentinel-2A satellite will 

be investigated to determine if enhanced information 

can be obtained from an integrated radar-optical 

product. A framework for scaling the approach to 

provide national coverage on an operational basis will 

be developed. 

 
Methodology 
 

The project will involve a combination of fieldwork, 

radar data analysis and modelling. Areas for calibration 

of the approaches will be selected from research and 

regular working farms in Scotland where 

measurements of grassland biomass are recorded and 

where a continuous biomass record over the study 

period can be acquired. While the primary focus of 

the study is on the use of C-band Sentinel-1 data, the 

use of shorter wavelength X-band data (COSMO-

SkyMED and TerraSAR-X) at higher spatial 

resolutions will also be explored. Soil moisture 

measurements will be obtained from the CEH 

COSMOS permanent monitoring stations located on 

grassland sites throughout the UK. Meteorological 

data recorded at the COSMOS Stations will be 

incorporated into the analysis as will information on 

the phenological stage of the grasslands recorded by 

the station`s phenocam. Depending on the interests of 

the student, there may be an opportunity for an 

exchange visit to the University of Antioquia, 

Colombia to carry out fieldwork and/or data analysis 

with respect to silvopastoral systems. 

 
Timeline 
 

YEAR 1 – Literature review, fieldwork and radar data 

processing and analysis training. Selection of study 

sites and undertaking fieldwork and collection of 

archived radar data. 

YEAR 2 – Modelling and interpretation of observed 

radar scattering signatures with respect to soil, 

vegetation and management information. Presentation 

at national scientific conference (e.g. RSPSoc).  

YEAR 3 – 3.5 – Complete analysis and finalise 

manuscripts for publication, and submit thesis. 

Presentation at international scientific conference (e.g. 

EGU). 

 
Training & Skills 
 

The student will receive training in the use of remote 

sensing and GIS software packages, including the use 

of Python and/or R for processing and analysis, 

statistics, interferometric and polarimetric radar data 

processing and analysis and field data collection. The 

student will also develop a range of specialist and 

transferable skills through enrolment on the graduate 

training programme at the University of Glasgow and 

through IAPETUS DTP training events. 
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